heuristic that has a combination of distributed computation, consisting five integer attributes. The first attribute represents autocatalysis (positive feedback) and constructive greediness the value of the constant of that corresponding implicant. The to find an optimal solution for a number of combinatorial 2nd and 3rd attributes are for the first and second position of optimization problems. This algorithm tries to mimic the ant's the first variable of the corresponding product term. The first behavior in the real world. Since its introduction, the ACO and second positions of the second variable are represented by algorithm has received much attention and has been the fourth and fifth attributes, respectively. incorporated in many optimization problems, namely network Selection of a minterm (or an implicant) is performed using routing, traveling salesman, and resource allocation problems a stochastic process of Roulette Wheel. The probability of
[10] [ 1] . choosing a minterm (or implicant) depends on the pheromone
The ACO algorithm has been inspired by the experiments values and heuristic value of that minterm (or implicant). This using real ants. It was observed that real ants were able to process is explained below. select the shortest path between their nest and food resource, B. smell. This behavior has an autocatalytic effect because of the minterm M and.7m is the heuristic value of minterm M (a very fact that choosing a path will increase the probability that constant), the probability of choosing minterm M will be:
the same path will be chosen again by future ants. After a while, all ants will select the shortest path. A general outline _ TM * 7M of the ACO algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 It should be noted that we only consider implicant covering A.
Solution Representation minterm that has been previously selected. In addition to that, The basic idea of using ACO for MVL synthesis is to use to add more randomness in our implicant selection, an the ants to find the best representation by choosing the right additional implicant 00000 is made available as one of ant's minterm and implicant. Similar to the DC (direct cover) option to select implicant for previously selected minterm. algorithms, first an ant will select the best minterm and then D.
Fitness Function Calculation select the best implicant for that minterm. In the proposed ACO for MVL (ACO-MVL), a given MVL number of product terms, the Objective Fitness is formulated funtio i reresntd i atablarfomat Ech nt il cary as Fo =(100 -Np)/100. A chromosome with the highest a'bg in whc it stre al seece impicnt. Th siz ofr functional fitness will be considered best solution. If there iS more than one chromosome that has the highest functional fitness, then the value of objective fitness will determine will then used the new updated pheromone values to guide which of these to use as the best solution. their selection. At the end, the best results will be returned by ACO-MVL algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo code of ACO-MVL. The algorithm used is basically similar approach to the DC algorithm. The daemon_action( function is a procedure that will be performed periodically or when it is needed, e.g., when it is minter impIicant required to reset the pheromone value on all minterms (or implicants). This is performed at the beginning of all ant's movement and if we found a stagnancy in the solution obtained. the process of selecting minterm and implicant will be repeated. This is shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). When all minterms RhO Pheromoe eaporare 0 are covered, the ant will stop the selection process and return the function. The Example in Fig. 4 shows that the ant results a 1. SR =Successful Rate (the number of successful iterations functions having the following implicants: 1.1X13.1X21, divided by the number ofruns)
1.2X13.1X21, and 1.3X13.1X21.2
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The next step is to calculate the fitness of the above result. The number of functions used as benchmark is 50000. Based on this result, the pheromone of the selected minterms 
